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The study was conducted to determine agricultural mechanics units 
of instruction that should be included and the extent to which they 
should be included in the Nebraska high school vocational agriculture 
curriculum in the 1990's as perceived by three respondent groups. The 
respondent groups included 36 vocational agriculture instructors, 36 
farm operators and 36 managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in 
Nebraska. 
A mailed survey was used to collect data for the study. The survey 
return rate for the vocational agriculture instructors was 100 percent, 
the return rate for the farm operators was 89 percent and the return 
rate for the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses was 69 
percent. A scale of 1 - 4 was used by the respondents to evaluate the 
47 agricultural mechanics units of instruction on the questionnaire. 
Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance were computed for 
each unit of instruction. A Cronbach Alpha Reliability Coefficient was 
calculated on the survey instrument, yielding an r-value of .92. 
All units of agricultural mechanics instruction included in the 
study should be taught in the 1990's, but at varying knowledge levels, 
as perceived by the three respondent groups. Thirteen of the 47 units 
should be taught at the competency level, 32 of the units should be 
taught at the literacy level and two units should be taught at the 
awareness level in the 1990's. 
The 13 units identified by the three respondent groups that should 
be taught at the competency level in the 1990's were arc welding, 
oxy-acetylene welding, tractor maintenance, wiring, MIG welding, small 
engines, tools and hardware, carpentry, machinery management, 
conservation, spraying equipment, multicylinder engines, and planting 
equipment. 
Seven units were observed to have a significant difference among 
the three respondent groups at the .05 level and seven units were 
observed to have a significant difference among respondent groups at the 
.01 level. 
The three respondent groups indicated that 30.3 percent of the 
vocational agriculture program should be dedicated to agricultural 
mechanics instruction in the 1990's. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Mechanization is an integral part of the agricultural industry, not 
only in agricultural production, but also in numerous businesses related 
to agriculture. The era of mechanization began in the 1800's with such 
inventions as the moldboard plow, the reaper, and the steam engine. It 
continued into the 1900's with the development of machines such as 
tractors, planters and combines. This era of change and advancement in 
agricultural mechanization has had a significant impact on the 
agricultural development of the United States and its ability to produce 
food and fiber for both domestic and international use. 
These changes in agricultural mechanization have also had a 
significant impact on the society of the United States, changing it from 
an agrarian society prior to 1900 to an industrial force by the early 
1900's. When the 1950's brought peace, prosperity, and an increased 
need for American farmers to feed a greater portion of the free world, 
agricultural mechanization provided larger, more efficient machines that 
allowed huge increases in production. 
The future promises to be just as dynamic and full of change. 
Current and future advances may well include the use of computer 
technology, electronics, and robotics in mechanized systems. 
Who will be trained to deal with these simple and complex 
agricultural machines in the future? How will they be instructed? Many 
of these individuals will come from secondary vocational agriculture 
programs, of which agricultural mechanics has been a significant part 
since the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. Thus there is the constant need to 
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keep agricultural mechanics instruction up-to-date and in touch with the 
current trends of the industry and society. High school agricultural 
mechanics instruction is the starting point for developing competent 
individuals to deal with the agricultural mechanization of the present 
and the future. 
Moore and Borne (1986) indicated that a basic secondary vocational 
agriculture curriculum was developed as far back as the 1890's, and 
parts of it are still used today. The Committee on Methods of Teaching 
Agriculture of the United States Department of Agriculture Office of 
Experiment Stations met and set up a basic curriculum for high school 
during the 1890' s. A part of this basic curriculum was "rural 
engineering," which included such items as practices and methods of 
laying out farms, construction and use of farm buildings, systems for 
water supply, irrigation, drainage, sewage, roads, and machinery. 
A study conducted by Kotrlik and Drueckhammer (1987) determined 
vocational agriculture teachers' perceptions of the role of selected 
external factors and programmatic components in planning vocational 
agriculture programs. The population for this study consisted of all 
high school vocational agriculture teachers in the United States. From 
this research, agricultural mechanics was identified as being one of the 
two most important components in insuring quality programs in the 
future. 
Ronald Crawford, Program Supervisor in Agricultural Education for 
the Office of Public Instruction (1987) in the state of Washington, 
spoke about the future of secondary vocational agriculture. He stated, 
"Our future success will depend on our ability to focus programs on the 
true changes that have occurred in the total agricultural industry." He 
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also stated that vocational agricultute programs must give students the 
skills, knowledge and attitude needed to enter the agricultural 
workforce upon graduation or upon further post-high school training. 
The previous information brings out three points: 1) mechanization 
is and will continue to be an integral part of United States 
agriculture, 2) agricultural mechanics instruction will remain a part 
of the total high school vocational agriculture program into the next 
century, and 3) there is a need to continually evaluate and revise the 
vocational agriculture curriculum in order to keep pace with the changes 
in the agricultural industry. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to identify agricultural mechanics 
units of instruction that should be included and the extent to which 
they should be included in the Nebraska high school vocational 
agriculture curriculum in the 1990's. 
Specific Objectives 
1. Identify demographic information from vocational agriculture 
instructors, farm operators and managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
2. Determine which of the eight selected agricultural mechanics 
subject areas should be taught and the extent to which they 
should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by vocational 
agriculture instructors, farm operators and managers of 
mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
3. Determine if differences in mean scores exist among the three 
respondent groups regarding the eight agricultural mechanics 
instructional areas included in this study. 
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4. Determine the specific units of agricultural mechanics 
instruction that should be taught and the extent to which they 
should be taught in the 1990's in Nebraska high school 
vocational agriculture classes as perceived by vocational 
agriculture instructors, farm operators and managers of 
mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
5. Determine if differences in mean scores exist among the 
three respondent groups regarding the 47 selected units of 
instruction included in this study. 
6. Determine the percentage of the total high school vocational 
agriculture program in Nebraska that should be dedicated to 
teaching agricultural mechanics in the 1990's as perceived by 
vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators and managers 
of mechanics related agribusinesses in"Nebraska. 
Significance of the Problem 
Agriculture in general is in a continuing state of transformation 
and change. With this continual transformation and introduction of new 
technology into agriculture, there is a need to update and revise the 
information being taught in high school vocational agriculture programs. 
One of the curriculum areas of vocational agriculture is agricultural 
mechanics. This study will try to identify the agricultural mechanics 
units of instruction that should be taught and to what extent they 
should be taught in the 1990's in Nebraska vocational agriculture 
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programs. This should provide a solid base for the update and revision 
of the agricultural mechanics curriculum for Nebraska vocational 
agriculture instructors and teacher educators of vocational agriculture. 
Limitations 
The following limitations were observed in conducting this study: 
1. The sample of teachers was selected randomly from 128 
vocational agriculture instructors teaching in Nebraska 
during the 1988-89 school year. 
2. The sample of farm operators was selected from names 
provided by teachers of vocational agriculture who had 
been selected randomly and consented to participate in 
this study. 
3. The sample of agribusiness persons was selected from names 
provided by teachers of vocational agriculture who had 
been selected randomly and consented to participate in 
this study. 
4. The results of this study are generalizable only to the 
state of Nebras'iffi. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of this study is to determine the agricultural 
mechanics units of instruction that should be taught in the 1990's. 
Numerous pieces of existing literature were reviewed to gain an insight 
into this topic. The review of literature that follows is divided into 
three areas: 1) the need for agricultural mechanics instruction, 2) 
previous research of agricultural mechanics instruction, and 3) the 
future of agricultural mechanics. 
The Need for Agricultural Mechanics Instruction 
According to Conrads (1984), General Service Manager for Deere and 
Company, the mission and function of vocational training should be to 
educate and train students and adults in the acquisition of skills that 
are desired by business and industry. These skills must be at a level 
that enables the graduated vocational education student to successfully 
obtain and hold a job. 
Taylor (1984) recommended that vocational education increase the 
critical role that business, labor and the community play in influencing 
vocational education programs. Taylor also stated that schools must 
involve business, labor and the community in such vital areas as teacher 
development, curriculum update, evaluation, career education and student 
employability. He went on to say that business and labor must seek 
opportunities to work with schools to improve classroom instruction. 
Baugher (1984), an Associate Professor in Agricultural Engineering 
at Kansas State University, spoke about the agricultural mechanics 
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program and the need to teach appropriate knowledge and skills. He 
stated that agricultural mechanics is an essential part of a vocational 
agriculture program. He also stated that the extent to which 
agriculture mechanics is taught and the kinds of learning activities 
that take place vary greatly from one state to the next and even from 
one vocational agriculture program to the next. Most of the time, the 
agricultural mechanics content taught as a part of a vocational 
agriculture program is a direct reflection of the philosophy of the 
instructor. As a result, some programs offer students a greater variety 
of valuable experiences in agricultural mechanics. In others, the 
tunnel effect is prevalent and little is actually taught beyond the 
basic skills related to hand tools and welding. This results in a 
"shop" program which leads to project construction as the major activity 
that takes place in agricultural mechanics. Baugher further stated that 
offering a complete program in agricultural mechanics has never been 
more important than it is today. 
A study was conducted by Cox and Zurbrick (1986) to analyze the 
perceived importance of teacher activities associated with the program 
components of vocational agriculture by Arizona teachers of vocational 
agriculture and secondary school principals during the 1984-85 school 
year. Sixty-two activities were included in this study. Out of the 62 
activities, "provide instruction in agricultural mechanics as part of 
the vocational agriculture program" had the fifth highest mean score as 
rated by the teachers. 
In a nationwide study conducted at Louisiana State University and 
the University of Southwestern Louisiana by Kotrlik and Dreuckhammer 
(1986), secondary vocational agriculture instructors were asked to rate 
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34 program components according to how important the components would be 
to the vocational agriculture program in their community in the year 
2000. The results showed that agricultural mechanics instruction ranked 
in the top 1/3 of all program areas. 
An Associate Professor at Utah State University, Pruitt (1980), 
indicated that agricultural mechanics has been and will continue to be a 
major part of vocational agriculture programs. In agricultural 
mechanization, the teacher is constantly confronted with what 
instructional units to teach and at what depth to teach them. The 
skills learned must be useful to the students. Pruitt stated that the 
most popular unit of instruction would probably be welding and as a 
result tends to be "out of balance" compared to instruction within the 
other units. If a close look is taken at what industry expects of 
vocational agriculture graduates, welding skills rank low as compared to 
servicing and operating equipment safely and performing preventative 
maintenance on tractors and equipment. 
Previous Research of Agricultural Mechanics Instruction 
Umbaugh (1979) researched agricultural mechanics competencies 
needed and competencies possessed by vocational agriculture teachers in 
Nebraska. Five instructional areas of agricultural mechanics were 
included with a total of sixty agricultural mechanics competencies 
listed under these five areas. The hot and cold metals area scored the 
highest in the level of need while carpentry construction scored the 
lowest in the level of need. The other three areas included in the 
study were arc welding, oxy-acetylene, and tool maintenance and 
selection. 
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Heimgartner (1980) researched the importance of including selected 
units of agricultural mechanics instruction in vocational agriculture 
programs in Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Utah and Montana. He observed 
that all states rated the units of arc welding, oxy-acetylene welding, 
tractor maintenance, tools and hardware, construction projects, small 
engines, farm machinerey, carpentry and electric wiring as important. 
The units of masonry, ropework, glazing and metal lathe were rated as 
below-average importance. Heimgartner also reported the amount of time 
vocational agriculture teachers in these states spent in teaching each 
of the instructional areas of vocational agriculture. He found that the 
respondent teachers from these states spent more of their time in the 
instructional area of agricultural mechanics (39.0%) than in other 
instructional areas. 
Research was conducted at Iowa State University by Yoder and 
Hoerner (1980) to measure the effect of previous agricultural mechanics 
training on achievement in a basic metals and welding course. Students 
who had received previous instruction in agricultural mechanics were 
compared to those who had received no previous instruction. Information 
was collected from a survey, a mechanical aptitude test, and the 
laboratory, lecture and course point totals in the basic metals and 
welding course. The results showed that even though scores were higher 
in all areas for those students who had received previous instruction in 
agricultural mechanics compared to those who did not, no significant 
differences were found to exist. Yoder and Hoerner then stated two 
reasons why they felt there were no significant differences. One reason 
was that the groups were not of equal size. The second reason was that 
they felt high school and junior high instructors of vocational 
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agriculture may be placing too much emphasis on project development and 
not enough on skill development in areas related to agricultural 
mechanics. 
Shinn and Agnew (1984) conducted research on the frequency and 
importance of mechanical activities performed by outstanding young 
farmers in Mississippi. A survey instrument was used consisting of 108 
competencies subdivided into five parts: farm power and machinery (33), 
construction and maintenance (29), structures and environment (22), 
electrical power and processing (12) and soil and water management (12). 
The respondents were asked if the competencies were performed on their 
farm and if yes, a rating from 1 to 6 was assigned indicating importance 
(l=lowest, 6=highest). Of these five categories, the respondents rated 
the power and machinery area the most important with a mean of 4.0, 
followed by construction and maintenance with a mean of 3.4, soil and 
water management with a mean of 2.4, structures and environment with a 
mean of 2.1 and electric power and processing with a mean of 1.7. 
A study conducted by Harris and Nardozzi (1987) determined emerging 
knowledge and skills that individuals engaged in part-time farming would 
need by 1995. In the area of agricultural machines and equipment, three 
new knowledge and skill areas were identified. They were: 1) operate 
machines and equipment with electronic devices, 2) trouble-shoot 
electronic switches, sensors, and circuitry, and 3) operate and 
maintain hydraulic devices. 
Gleim (1988), Ohio State University, conducted a study which 
investigated the content of the present agricultural mechanics 
curriculum in Ohio high school production agriculture departments. He 
concluded that the historically traditional instructional areas of 
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construction, welding, and small engines are over emphasized in the 
present agricultural mechanics curriculum. He also concluded that the 
instructional areas of electricity, agricultural machinery, soil and 
water, and multi-cylinder power units needed to be emphasized along with 
the associated mathematics and science applications. 
The Future of Agricultural Mechanics 
Herring and Norris (1987) spoke about the future of vocational 
agriculture. They stated that the face of vocational agriculture will 
continue to change. As more and more people find it impossible to 
continue the old ways of the family farm, as new technologies take over 
many of the day-to-day jobs once done by humans, and as more support 
businesses for agriculture are created, we may find vocational 
agriculture unrecognizable from the form in which we know it today. 
These changes should not be looked upon as threatening, but as 
challenging opportunities to reshape the program of vocational 
agriculture to meet the needs of the students of tomorrow. 
In speaking about collegiate agricultural mechanization courses of 
the past, present and future, Papritan (1982) stated that one must not 
believe that because of technological change over the years that courses 
are in a continual flux. Certain principles have remained basic to each 
course in areas such as engines, electricity and agricultural 
structures. 
Papritan indicated that the following areas have and will continue 
to serve as a core of the university agricultural mechanization 
curriculum: power and machinery, structures and environment, soil and 
water, electrification, and processing. Concerning the future, Papritan 
surveyed 42 universities offering agricultural mechanization programs 
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and found that 31 of these 42 universities recommended additional 
courses be taught in irrigation, hydraulics and fluid power, 
agricultural microprocessors, agricultural drawing, agricultural waste 
utilization and disposal, and agricultural surveying. He recommended 
immediate attention be given to the inclusion of a microprocessor course 
because of the massive expansion in computer technology, hydraulics and 
fluid power, and waste management. 
"Understanding Agriculture - New Directions for Education," a study 
conducted by the National Research Council (1988), stated that much of 
the focus and content of many vocational agriculture programs is 
outdated. The report also stated, "In content, the vocational 
agriculture curriculum has failed to keep up with modern agriculture. 
Ongoing efforts should be expanded and accelerated to upgrade the 
scientific and technical content of vocational agriculture courses." 
From the Proceedings of the RCA Symposium: Future Agricultural 
Technology and Resource Conservation (1982), Basil R. Twist, President 
of Towner Manufacturing Company in Santa Ana, California, stated that 
the use of microprocessors is going to increase at a tremendous rate. 
Hydraulic power is now used for power brakes, power steering, load 
sensing, and many other uses because it is less noisy and more reliable 
than other mechanical systems. Thus, the use of hydraulics will 
continue to increase. Electronics and computers will be used 
extensively in controls, monitoring and sensing devices. Machines for 
fruit and vegetable harvesting will employ more electronics, x-rays, and 
gamma-ray equipment to provide for selective harvesting. Twist 
concluded by stating that mechanization of agriculture is a must and 
that continued research is essential. 
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Also from the Proceedings of the RCA Symposium (1982), Donnell R. 
Hunt, Professor of Agricultural Engineering at the University of 
Illinois in Urbana-Champaign, indicated that farm machinery technology 
will have little to contribute to increased food production over the 
next 20 years. Hunt stated: "To support this view, one can point out 
that the most recent developments in farm equipment relate more to 
operator comfort and safety than to functional efficiency." Hunt went 
on to say that electronic technology such as monitoring and sensing 
devices will provide more comfort, safety and control to farm machine 
operators. He stated that it is unlikely that robotic farm machines 
will be common in the next 20 years because the human brain is much 
cheaper, more versatile and can think through unexpected problems. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this research is to identify agricultural mechanics 
units of instruction that should be included and the extent to which 
they should be included in the Nebraska high school vocational 
agriculture curriculum in the 1990's. The source of information for 
this study will be vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators 
and managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
Selection of the Sample 
The population for this study consisted of all 128 secondary 
vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska, and farm operators and 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses In the communities which 
offer vocational agriculture. 
Three vocational agriculture instructors were randomly selected 
from each of the twelve Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association 
(NVAA) districts in Nebraska. The vocational agriculture instructors 
were contacted and asked to identify one farm operator and one manager 
of a mechanics related agribusiness in their community (Appendix A). 
Included in the initial mailing to the 36 randomly selected vocational 
agriculture instructors was a postage paid, self addressed post card. 
On the post card each instructor indicated their willingness to 
participate and identified the name and address of one farm operator and 
one manager of a mechanics related agribusiness in their community 
(Appendix A). 
Five vocational agriculture instructors inititally declined to 
participate and another five were randomly selected and contacted as 
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stated previously. This provided the final sample of 36 vocational 
agriculture instructors, 36 farm operators and 36 managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses used in the study. 
The three groups, vocational agriculture instructors, farm 
operators and managers of mechanics related agribusinesses, were chosen 
for the following reasons. Vocational agriculture instructors were 
included because they have the ultimate control over the vocational 
agriculture curriculum at the local level. Farm operators and managers 
of mechanics related agribusinesses were chosen because they are users 
of agricultural mechanization and usually the first to adopt changing 
mechanical technology. Farm operators and managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses are also taxpayers and patrons of the local school 
district and thus should be expected to contribute their input into the 
curriculum. 
Development of the Questionnaire 
The preliminary survey instrument came partially from a master of 
science thesis by Dale Curtis Heimgartner of the University of Idaho 
entitled "The Importance of Including Selected Units of Instruction in 
the Agricultural Mechanics Phase of Vocational Agriculture by Vocational 
Agriculture Instructors in Idaho, Washigton, Oregon, Utah, and Montana" 
(1980). Other sources of information used in developing the 
questionnaire included the National FFA Contests Rules Bulletin 4 and 
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) 1989 Member 
Roster. 
The premliminary questionnaire was sent to a panel of experts in 
the agricultural education and agricultural mechanics fields. The 
recommendations from this panel of experts were used to finalize the 
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questionnaire (Appendix B) to include eight subject areas in 
agricultural mechanics with several specific units of instruction listed 
under each subject area. A total of 47 units of instruction were 
included in this study. 
Separate survey forms for demographic data were developed for the 
vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators, and managers of 
mechanics related agribusinesses (Appendix B). 
A scale of 1 - 4 was used by the respondents to evaluate the 
agricultural mechanics units of instruction on the questionnaire. A 
value of "1" was used to indicate that a unit should not be included in 
the agricultural mechanics curriculum in the 1990's. Values of 2 - 4 
were used to indicate that the units should be included but at varying 
levels of instruction. A value of "2" was used to indicate that a unit 
should be taught at the awareness level, that is, the students know that 
the concept exists. A value of "3" was used to indicate that a unit 
should be taught at the literacy level, that is, the students are able 
to write and speak about the concept, but cannot actually perform that 
task. A value of "4" was used to indicate that a unit should be taught 
at the competency level, that is, the students can write and speak about 
the concept, as well as be able to perform that task. 
Collection of Data 
A mailed survey was used to collect the data for the study. All 
randomly selected vocational agriculture instructors, the identified 
farm operators, and the identified managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses received a questionnaire. A cover letter (Appendix B) 
containing a brief explanation of the research project and instructions 
i 
':1·· ... 
I 
, I 
. i 
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for completion was included with each of the surveys. All surveys were 
accompanied by a postage paid, self-addressed return envelope. 
Three weeks after the initial survey was mailed, a follow up letter 
(Appendix C) was sent to all nonrespondents. Vocational agriculture 
instructors, farm operators and managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses who had not yet responded were urged to send in their 
responses as soon as possible. 
Data in Table 1 indicate the rate of response for the 36 vocational 
agriculture instructors, 36 farm operators and 36 managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses. 
Table 1 
Response Rate of Vocational Agriculture Instructors, Farm Operators and 
Managers of Mechanics Related Agribusinesses 
Respondent Group 
Vocational Agriculture 
Instructor 
Farm Operator 
Manager of Mechanics 
Related Agribusiness 
Total 
Mailed 
36 
36 
36 
108 
Received 
36 
32 
25'" 
93 
% Total 
100 
89 
69 
86 
Note: ~'Three of these twenty-five questionnaires were deemed unusable 
due to incomplete responses. 
Analysis of Data 
The following procedures were used in the analysis of the data: 
- The survey was designed for the self-coding of data. 
- A code number was assigned to each questionnaire to identify the 
respondent's occupation and the community in which they resided. 
i 
I 
I , 
i 
- Code sheets (Appendix D) were designed to identify and describe each 
question contained in the survey. 
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- The returned questionnaires were checked for illegible and incomplete 
data. If the respondent failed to fill out parts of the 
questionnaire, it was recorded as "missing data." When large amounts 
of data were missing, total surveys were discarded. 
- When evaluating the responses concerning the extent to which 
agricultural mechanics units of instruction should be taught, the 
following guidelines were established: a score of 1.4 and below 
identified units that should not be included in the 1990's 
agricultural curriculum. A score of 1.5 to 2.4 identified units that 
should be taught only at the awareness level. A score of 2.5 to 3.4 
identified units that should be taught at the literacy level. A score 
of 3.5 and above identified units that should be taught at the 
competency level. 
- The data were entered directly from the questionnaire into a CMS data 
base using an IBM personal computer. The data were then transferred 
to the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources (IANR) Computing 
Network at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln for statistical 
analysis. 
- Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance were computed for 
survey items that represented ratings of the extent to which each 
instructional area and unit should be taught. 
- Frequency distributions, percentages and means were used to report 
responses to demographic questions and their relationship to the 
study. 
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- Analysis of Variance CANOVA) was used to reveal differences among 
specific groups for both demographic and instructional data. A Tukey 
post hoc test was used to determine which groups differed 
significantly through comparison of composite scores. An Alpha level 
of p<.OS was used to indicate significant differences existed in mean 
scores. 
- A Cronback Alpha Reliability Coefficient was calculated on the entire 
instrument, yielding an r-value of .92. 
I 
'i 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to identify agricultural mechanics 
units of instruction that should be included and the extent to which 
they should be included in the Nebraska vocational agriculture 
curriculum in the 1990's as perceived by vocational agriculture 
instructors, farm operators and managers of mechanics related businesses 
in Nebraska. A questionnaire was mailed to 36 vocational agriculture 
instructors, 36 farm operators and 36 managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses. The number of questionnaires returned and deemed usable 
in this study were 36 from vocational agriculture instructors, 32 from 
farm operators and 22 from managers of mechanics related agribusinesses. 
A scale of 1 - 4 was used by the respondents to evaluate the 
agricultural mechanics units of instruction on the questionnaire. In 
analyzing the responses, a mean score of 1.4 and below identified 
agricultural mechanics units that should not be included in the 
vocational agriculture curriculum in the 1990's; a mean score of 1.5 to 
2.4 identified units that should be taught at the awareness level; a 
mean score of 2.5 to 3.4 identified units that should be taught on the 
literacy level; and a mean score of 3.5 and above identified units that 
should be taught to the competency level in the 1990's. The definitions 
for awareness, literacy and competency are listed below: 
Awareness: 
Literacy: 
students know the concept exists. 
students are able to write and speak about the concept, 
but cannot perform the task. 
Competency: students can write and speak about the concept, as 
well as perform the task. 
The findings and discussion in this chapter are presented in the 
order of the objectives for this study. 
Objective 1: Identify demographic information from vocational 
agriculture instructors, farm operators and managers of 
mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
Demographic information describing the 36 vocational agriculture 
instructors in this study is presented in Table 2. 
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The 36 vocational agriculture instructors had a mean of 11.2 years 
of teaching experience. Regarding school size, 36.1 percent of the 
vocational agriculture respondents taught in Class B schools (enrollment 
of 136-500 students in grades 9-11), 41.7 percent taught in Class C 
schools (enrollment of 50-135 students), and 22.2 percent taught in 
Class D schools (enrollment below 50 students). Of particular note is 
the instructors source of agricultural mechanics skills. The results 
showed that they gained 36.0 percent of their current skills from having 
a farm background. It is also noted that these instructors currently 
spend a mean of 29.6 percent of their current instructional time 
teaching agricultural mechanics. 
Demographic information describing the 32 farm operators in this 
study is presented in Table 3. The 32 farm operators included in this 
study had an average age of 39.9 years and a mean of 19.6 years in 
farming. One-hundred percent of the farm operators were familiar with 
vocational agriculture and 64.5 percent had enrolled in vocational 
agriculture in high school. The farm operators indicated they gained 
40.7 percent of their agricultural mechanics skills from having a farm 
background and 14.3 percent from high school vocational agriculture. 
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Table 2 
Demographic Data for Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Instructors (N=36) 
Item 
Years Teaching Experience 
School Size 
Shop Facility Rating 
Agricultural Mechanics Budget 
Instructional Time In: 
Source of Agricultural Mechanics Skills 
Note: N = Observations, M = Mean 
Statistic 
M = 11.2 
Class B = 36.1% 
Class C = 41.7% 
Class D = 22.2% 
Less than Adequate = 22.2% 
Adequate = 69.4% 
More than Adequate = 8.4% 
o - $1000 = 11.4% 
1001 - 2000 = 14.3% 
2001 - 5000 = 62.9% 
5001 - 10000 = 8.5% 
> 10001 = 2.9% 
Animal Science 
Ag Mechanics 
Farm Management 
Horticulture 
Leadership Training 
Plant/Soil Science 
Agribusiness 
Farm Background 
High School VA Ag 
College 
Job Experience 
M = 18.2% 
M = 29.6% 
M = 12.4% 
M = 5.4% 
M = 11.1% 
M = 14.3% 
M = 9.0% 
M = 36.0% 
M = 20.5% 
M = 23.4% 
M = 20.1% 
The farm operators main source of income was crops and livestock, 
accounting for 91.1 percent of their income. 
Demographic information describing the 22 managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses in this study is presented in Table 4. The 22 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses included in this study had 
an average age of 44.4 years with a mean of 22.9 years in business and a 
mean of 14.0 years in their current position. These agribusinesses 
employed 12.0 people. More than half (54.5%) of the managers indicated 
Table 3 
Demographic Data for Farm Operators (N=32) 
Item Statistic 
Years of Age 
Years in Farming 
Familiar with Vocational Agriculture 
Enrolled in High School Vocational Agriculture 
Source of Agricultural Mechanics Skills 
Source of Income 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean 
Farm Background 
High School Vo Ag 
College 
Job Experience 
Livestock 
Crops 
Custom Work 
Off Farm 
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M = 39.9 
M = 19.6 
Yes = 100 % 
Yes = 64.5% 
No = 35.5% 
t1 = 40.7% 
M = 14.3% 
M = 12.1% 
M = 25.3% 
M = 44.9% 
M = 46.2% 
M = 1.4% 
M = 3.2% 
that they hire first year high school graduates. \Jhen asked if they 
require their employees to have a high school vocational agriculture 
background, 19.0 percent responded "always," 52.4 percent responded 
"sometimes," and 28.6 percent responded "never." Almost all (90.9%) of 
the agribusiness respondents indicated that they were familiar with high 
school vocational agriculture programs and 40.9 percent had been in 
vocational agriculture classes themselves. The managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses indicated they gained 42.0 percent of their 
agricultural mechanics skills from previous job experience in 
agribusiness. Other demographic information on the agribusiness 
respondents is included in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Demographic Data for Managers of Mechanics Related Agribusinesses (N=22) 
Item Statistic 
Years of Age 
Years in Business 
Years in Current Position 
Number of People Employed 
Hire First Year High School Graduates 
Always 
M = 44.4 
M = 22.9 
M = 14.0 
M = 12.0 
Yes = 54.5% 
No = 45.5% 
= 19.0% Employees Required to Have High School 
Vocational Agriculture Background Sometimes = 52.4% 
Never = 28.6% 
Employees Required to Have Post-Secondary Training Always = 22.7% 
Sometimes = 59.1% 
Never 
College Graduate 
Familiar with Vocational Agriculture 
Enrolled in High School Vocational Agriculture 
Source of Agricultural Mechanics Skills 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean 
Farm Background 
High School Vo Ag 
College 
Job Experience 
= 18.2% 
Yes = 31.8% 
No = 68.2% 
Yes = 90.9% 
No = 9.1% 
Yes = 40.9% 
No = 59.1% 
M = 24.3% 
M = 7.4% 
M = 14.3% 
M = 42.0% 
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Objective #2: Determine which of the eight selected agricultural 
mechanics subject areas should be taught and the extent 
to which they should be taught in the 1990's as perceived 
by vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators and 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
Data in Table 5 indicate that all eight selected agricultural 
mechanics subject areas should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by 
the three groups surveyed. ·Agricultural mechanics areas that should be 
taught to the competency level (composite mean of 3.5 and above) were 
welding, and power and machinery. Areas that should be taught to the 
literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) as perceived by all three 
respondent groups were soil and water management, electric power and 
procession, agricultural construction, structures and environment, 
metals and computer technology. 
The vocational agriculture respondent group placed the most 
importance on welding, and power and machinery in the 1990's. The farm 
operators placed the most importance on the same two areas; welding, and 
power and machinery. Both of these respondent groups indicated that 
these two subject areas should be taught to the competency level in the 
1990's, whereas the agribusiness respondent group indicated they should 
be taught only to the literacy. The agribusiness respondent group did 
not indicate that any of the instructional areas should be taught to the 
competency level. 
Objective #3. Determine if differences in mean scores exist among the 
three respondent groups regarding the eight agricultural 
mechanics instructional areas included in this study. 
Table 5 
Extent to Which Selected Agricultural Mechanics Subject Areas Should Be 
Taught in the 1990's by Respondent Group 
Subject Area 
Ag Construction 
Metals 
Welding 
Electric Power 
and Processing 
Computer 
Technology 
Power and 
Machinery 
Soil and Water 
Management 
Structures and 
Environment 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 3.1 
S.D. .68 
M. 2.6 
S.D. .67 
M. 3.7 
S. D. .34 
M. 3.3 
S.D. .70 
M. 2.7 
S.D. .66 
M. 3.5 
S. D. .38 
M. 3.3 
S.D. .52 
M. 2.9 
S.D. .59 
3.2 
.44 
2.8 
.74 
3.5 
.27 
3.2 
.42 
2.8 
.63 
3.6 
.40 
3.4 
.52 
3.2 
.61 
3.0 
.71 
2.7 
.70 
3.3 
.48 
3.0 
.57 
2.7 
.74 
3.4 
.46 
3.0 
.62 
2.7 
.73 
Composite F-
prob. 
3.1 .4914 
.61 
2.7 .6316 
.70 
3.5 .0028~d' 
.38 
3.2 .0978 
.59 
2.7 .8188 
.67 
3.5 .2768 
.41 
3.3 .0312'c 
.56 
3.0 .0315~' 
.65 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean, S.D. Standard Deviation 
,~ = Significantly Different at P<.05 
,'<;', = Highly Significantly Different at P< .01 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
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Data from Table 5 indicate the relative uniformity of responses 
from all the respondent groups. The Analysis of Variance procedure 
indicated that differences existed on three of the eight selected 
instructional areas. They were welding, soil and water management, and 
structures and environment (p<.OS). The Tukey post hoc test indicated a 
high significant difference between the vocational agriculture 
instructors and the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in 
their perception of the extent to which welding should be taught in the 
1990's. Vocational agriculture instructors indicated welding should be 
taught to the competency level with a mean of 3.7, while the 
agribusinessmen indicated that it should be taught only to the literacy 
level, with a mean of 3.3. 
A significant difference was also noted between respondent groups 
in the areas of soil and water management, and structures and 
environment. It was observed that farm operators and the managers of 
mechanics related businesses differed significantly in responses, with 
the farm operators perceiving both areas as being more important than 
the agribusiness managers. 
Upon further analysis of the farm operator respondent group, it was 
noted that there was also a significant difference in perception between 
those who had enrolled in vocational agriculture in high school and 
those who had not enrolled in their perception of the extent to which 
the computer technology subject area should be taught in the 1990's. 
The farm operators who had enrolled in vocational agriculture had a mean 
response of 2.9 (literacy level) while those who had not enrolled had a 
mean response of 2.4 (awareness level). 
In the other five agricultural mechanics subject areas, no 
significant differences were observed, indicating uniform agreement 
among all respondent groups. 
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Objective #4. Determine the specific units of agricultural mechanics 
instruction that should be taught and the extent to which 
they should be taught in the 1990's in Nebraska high 
school vocational agriculture classes as perceived by 
vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators and 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
The data for this objective are contained in Tables 6-13. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in agricultural construction are presented in Table 6. It 
was observed that all were above 1.4 which indicated that all 
agricultural construction units should be taught in the 1990's. The 
extent to which they should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by the 
three respondent groups is also reported. Agricultural construction 
units that should be taught to the competency level in the 1990's 
(composite mean of 3.5 and above) were tools and hardware, and 
carpentry. Units that should be taught to the literacy level (composite 
mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were painting, concrete and masonry, plumbing, 
fencing, and drafting. The only unit that should be taught at the 
awareness level was glazing. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in the metals area are reported in Table 7. It was observed 
that all were above 1.4 which indicated that all units should be taught 
as part of the agricultural mechanics curriculum in the 1990's. The 
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Table 6 
Extent to Which Agricultural Construction Units Should Be Taught in the 
1990's by Respondent Group 
Agricultural 
Construction 
Units 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. Composite F-
Tools and 
Hardware 
Plumbing 
Concrete and 
Masonry 
Painting 
Glazing 
Drafting 
Carpentry 
Fencing 
Composite 
N~36 N~32 N~22 
M. 3.8 
S.D. .68 
M. 3.1 
S. D. .99 
M. 3.3 
S.D. .83 
M. 3.4 
S.D. .99 
M. 2.2 
S.D .90 
M. 2.6 
S.D. 1.08 
M. 3.8 
S.D. .64 
M. 2.6 
S.D. 1.00 
M. 3.1 
S.D. .68 
3.8 
.45 
3.2 
.77 
3.1 
.69 
3.3 
.83 
2.5 
.92 
2.8 
.81 
3.8 
.49 
3.3 
.93 
3.2 
.44 
3.5 
.81 
2.7 
1.01 
3.0 
.97 
3.2 
1.07 
2.6 
1.02 
2.8 
1.10 
3.5 
1.01 
3.1 
1.09 
3.0 
.71 
3.7 
.65 
3.0 
.93 
3.1 
.82 
3.3 
.95 
2.4 
.94 
2.7 
.99 
3.7 
.71 
2.9 
1.03 
3.1 
.61 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean, S.D. - Standard Deviation 
,c = Significantly Different at P<.05 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 ~ awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
prob. 
.1962 
.1752 
.3186 
.7919 
.2527 
.5826 
.1766 
.4914 
extent to which they should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by the 
three respondent groups is also listed in Table 7. None of the 
specified metals units received a composite mean of 3.5 or above which 
indicated that these units should not be taught at the competency level 
in the 1990's. Units that should be taught to the literacy level 
Table 7 
Extent to Which Metals Units Should Be Taught in the 1990's by 
Respondent Group 
Metals 
Units 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. Composite F-
Cold and Sheet 
Metal 
Metal Lathe 
Forging 
Composite 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 3.0 
S.D. 1.00 
M. 2.7 
S.D. .86 
M. 2.1 
S.D. .99 
M. 2.6 
S.D. .67 
3.1 
.83 
2.8 
.85 
2.5 
.94 
2.8 
.74 
3.2 
.96 
2.6 
.95 
2.3 
.88 
2.7 
.70 
3.1 
.93 
2.7 
.87 
2.3 
.95 
2.7 
.70 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean, S.D. = Standard Deviation 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
prob. 
.7681 
.8473 
.2426 
.6316 
(composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were cold and sheet metal, and metal 
lathe. The only unit that should be taught at the awareness level was 
forging. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
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instruction in welding were above 1.4 which indicated that all units 
should be taught as part of the curriculum in the 1990's. The extent to 
which they should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by the three 
respondent groups is presented in Table 8. Units of welding instruction 
that should be taught to the competency level (composite mean of 3.5 and 
above) were arc, oxy-acetylene, and MIG. Units that should be taught to 
the literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were TIG and plasma 
arc. No welding units were identified for instruction at the awareness 
level. 
Table 8 
Extent to Which Welding Units Should Be Taught in the 1990's by 
Respondent Group 
Arc 
MIG 
TIG 
Welding 
Units 
Oxy-Acetylene 
Plasma Arc 
Composite 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 3.9 
S.D. .32 
M. 3.9 
S.D .23 
M. 3.5 
S.D. .61 
M. 3.8 
S.D. .47 
M. 3.3 
S. D. .68 
M. 3.7 
S.D. .34 
4.0 
.00 
3.8 
.49 
3.0 
.67 
3.9 
.25 
2.7 
.68 
3.5 
.27 
3.9 
.22 
3.4 
.87 
2.7 
.72 
3.9 
.22 
2.7 
.86 
3.3 
.40 
Composite F-
value 
3.9 .1397 
.23 
3.8 .0030""" 
.56 
3.1 .0002""" 
.72 
3.9 .1915 
.35 
~1-.I~ 
3.0 .0012"" 
.78 
3.5 .0028~"" 
.38 
Note: N = Observations, M Mean, S.D. Standard Deviation 
~& = Highly Significantly Different at P< .01 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
Of particular note in the welding area is the exceptionally high 
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composite scores for the arc, MIG, and oxy-acetylene units. The arc and 
oxy-acetylene units received the highest composite score out of all 47 
agricultural mechanics units of instruction included in this study. 
Also of note is the complete agreement among the 32 farm operators for 
the welding unit. All of the farm operators indicated that arc welding 
should be taught to the competency level in the 1990's. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in the electrical power and processing area were above 1.4 
which indicated that all these units should be taught in the 1990's. 
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The extent to which they should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by 
the three respondent groups is listed in Table 9. The unit in electric 
power and processing instruction that should be taught to the competency 
level (composite mean of 3.5 and above) was wiring. Units that should 
be taught to the literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were 
controls, motors, overcurrent protection, solid state controls and 
remote sensing devices. No units were identified for instruction at the 
awareness level. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in computer technology are reported in Table 10. It was 
observed that all were above 1.4 which indicated that all units should 
be taught in the 1990's. The extent to which they should be taught in 
the 1990's as perceived by the three respondent groups is also listed. 
None of the selected computer technology units received a composite mean 
of 3.5 or above indicating that these units should not be taught at the 
competency level in the 1990's. Units that should be taught to the 
literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were on-board computer 
monitoring, computer interface, robotics and artificial intelligence. 
None of the units were identified to be taught at the awareness level. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in the power and machinery area were above 1.4 which 
indicated that all these units should be taught as part of the 
curriculum in the 1990's. The extent to which they should be taught as 
perceived by the three respondent groups is reported in Table 11. The 
units of power and machinery instruction that should be taught at the 
competency level (composite mean of 3.5 and above) were tractor 
maintenance, small engines, machinery management, multicylinder engines, 
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Table 9 
Extent to Which Electric Power and Processing Units Should Be Taught in 
the 1990's by ResQondent GrouQ 
Elec. Power and 
ResQ2ndent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. Composite 
Processing Units N=36 N=32 N=22 
Wiring M. 3.9 3.9 3.5 3.8 
S.D. .55 .34 .51 .50 
Controls M. 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.3 
S.D. .88 .75 .70 .79 
Motors M. 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.3 
S.D. .82 .62 .70 .73 
Solid State M. 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.9 
Controls S.D. .94 .64 .81 .80 
Remote Sensing M. 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.8 
Devices S.D. .96 .74 .80 .84 
Overcurrent M. 3.4 3.1 2.7 3.1 
Protection S.D. .81 .72 .78 .80 
Composite M. 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.2 
S.D. .70 .42 .57 .59 
Note: N = Observations, M = Mean, S.D. = Standard Deviation 
,', = Significantly Different at P< .05 
,',-}, = Highly Significantly Different at P< .01 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
F-
prob. 
~'_'~ 
.0060 .... 
.4130 
.1815 
.6923 
.6459 
~'-'~ 
.0100 .... 
.0978 
spraying equipment and planting equipment. Units that should be taught 
at the literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were tillage 
equipment, harvesting equipment, lawn and garden equipment, and 
hydraulics. None of the units of power and machinery instruction were 
identified to be taught at the awareness level. 
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Table 10 
Extent to Which Computer Technology Units Should Be Taught in the 1990's 
by Respondent Group 
Computer Tech. 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. Composite F-
Units 
Robotics 
On-Board Computer 
Monitoring 
Computer 
Interface 
Artificial 
Intelligence 
Composite 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 
S.D. 
M. 
S.p. 
M. 
S. D. 
M. 
S.D. 
M. 
S.D. 
2.9 
.77 
2.7 
.96 
2.7 
.87 
2.4 
.74 
2.7 
.66 
2.5 
.74 
3.1 
.69 
2.9 
.80 
2.5 
.75 
2.8 
.63 
2.4 
.75 
3.1 
.91 
2.8 
.79 
2.4 
.94 
2.7 
.74 
2.6 
.77 
2.9 
.88 
2.8 
.82 
2.5 
.79 
2.7 
.67 
Note: N - Observations, M - Mean, S.D. - Standard Deviation 
,', = Significantly Different at P< .05 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
prob . 
. 042/' 
.0800 
.6286 
.8593 
.8188 
Of note in the power and machinery area is the number of units 
identified for instruction at the competency level. Six of the ten 
units were identified as such. 
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Table 11 
Extent to Which Power and Machinery Units Should Be Taught in the 1990's 
by Respondent Group 
Power and Mach. 
Units 
Small Engines 
Multicy linder 
Engines 
Tractor 
Maintenance 
Hydraulics 
Lawn and Garden 
Equipment 
Harvesting 
Equipment 
Tillage 
Equipment 
Spraying 
Equipment 
Planting 
Equipment 
Machinery 
Management 
Composite 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 3.8 
S.D. .38 
M. 3.5 
S.D. .56 
M. 3.8 
S. D. .55 
M. 3.2 
S.D. .54 
M. 3.6 
S.D. .49 
M. 3.2 
S.D .71 
M. 3.3 
S.D. .70 
M. 3.4 
S.D. .60 
M. 3.3 
S. D. .63 
M. 3.6 
S.D. .60 
M. 3.5 
S.D. .38 
3.8 
.48 
3.5 
.57 
3.8 
.41 
3.4 
.62 
3.3 
.74 
3.6 
.56 
3.6 
.56 
3.7 
.47 
3.7 
.45 
3.7 
.47 
3.6 
.40 
3.5 
.75 
3.4 
.74 
3.9 
.30 
3.4 
.59 
3.0 
1.02 
3.6 
.51 
3.4 
.81 
3.3 
.73 
3.4 
.81 
3.6 
.68 
3.4 
.46 
Composite F-
prob. 
3.7 .0841 
.53 
3.5 .6714 
.61 
3.8 .4658 
.45 
3.3 .4070 
.58 
3.4 .0176'-' 
.76 
3.4 .0200'" 
.64 
3.4 .1561 
.69 
3.5 .0469'-' 
.61 
3.5 .0243'-' 
.65 
3.6 .7754 
.57 
3.5 .2768 
.41 
Note: N = Observations, M - Mean, S.D. - Standard Deviation 
,-, = Significantly Different at P<.05 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
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The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in the soil and water management area are reported in Table 
12. It was observed that all were above 1.4 which indicated that they 
should be taught in the 1990's. The extent to which they should be 
taught in the 1990's as perceived by the three respondent groups is also 
listed in Table 12. The unit in soil and water management instruction 
that should be taught to the competency level (composite mean of 3.5 and 
above) was conservation. Units that should be taught to the literacy 
level (composite mean of 2.5 to 3.4) were tillage systems, water 
resources, surveying, irrigation and drainage. 
The mean composite scores for each of the selected units of 
instruction in structures and environment were above 1.4 which indicated 
that all units should be taught in the 1990's. The extent to which they 
should be taught in the 1990's as perceived by the three respondent 
groups is also listed in Table 13. None of the specified structures and 
environment units received a composite mean of 3.5 or above which 
indicated that these units should not be taught at the competency level. 
Units that should be taught to the literacy level (composite mean of 2.5 
to 3.4) were environmental controls, waste management, livestock 
facilities, storage facilities, and plant growth facilities. 
Table 12 
Extent to Which Soil and Water Management Units Should Be Taught in the 
1990's by Respondent Group 
Soil and Water 
Management 
Units 
Tillage Systems 
Surveying 
Irrigation 
Conservation 
Drainage 
Water Resources 
Composite 
Respondent Group 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. 
N=36 N=32 N=22 
M. 3.2 
S.D. .67 
M. 3.6 
S. D .76 
M. 3.2 
S.D. .68 
M. 3.6 
S. D. .65 
M. 3.1 
S.D .72 
M. 3.2 
S.D. .68 
M. 3.3 
S.D. .52 
3.6 
.56 
3.2 
.83 
3.3 
.61 
3.6 
.56 
3.2 
.75 
3.4 
.77 
3.4 
.52 
3.3 
.80 
2.6 
.75 
3.0 
.83 
3.3 
.80 
3.0 
.89 
3.1 
.89 
3.0 
.62 
Composite F-
prob. 
3.4 .0493'" 
.68 
3.2 .0000'·d: 
.92 
3.2 .1597 
.70 
3.5 .2594 
.66 
3.1 .5883 
.77 
3.3 .2147 
.77 
3.3 .0312": 
.56 
Note: N = Observations, M - Mean, S.D. - Standard Deviation 
,': = Significantly Different at P<.05 
,'de = Highly Significantly Different at P< .01 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
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Table 13 
Extent to Which Structures and Environment Units Should Be Taught in the 
1990's by ResEondent GrouE 
Structures and 
ResEondent GrouE 
Teachers Farmers Agribus. Composite 
Environment Units N=36 N=32 N=22 
Livestock M. 2.9 3.4 2.7 3.0 
Facilities S.D .69 .72 .99 .83 
Plant Growth M. 2.8 2.9 2.4 2.8 
Facilities S.D. .65 .80 .88 .78 
Storage M. 2.9 3.1 2.6 2.9 
Facilities S.D .71 .84 .88 .81 
Waste Management M. 2.9 3.1 2.8 3.0 
S.D. .75 .78 .95 .81 
Environmental M. 3.0 3.3 3.0 3.1 
Controls S.D. .77 .70 .83 .77 
Composite M. 2.9 3.2 2.7 3.0 
S. D. .59 .61 .73 .65 
Note: N = Observations, M - Mean, S.D. - Standard Deviation 
,'< = Significantly Different at P<. 05 
,'d< = Highly Significantly Different at P<.Ol 
Scale: 1 = should not teach 
2 = awareness level 
3 = literacy level 
4 = competency level 
F-
prob . 
.. '-'~ 
.0033"" 
.0615 
.1003 
.3499 
.2121 
.' . 
. 0315" 
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The following list identifies the 47 units of instruction from the 
8 agricultural mechanics areas included in this study. The units are 
listed in descending order of composite means. Thirteen of the 47 units 
received composite means of 3.5 or above, indicating they should be 
taught to the competency level in the 1990's. Thirty-two of the units 
received composite means of 2.5 to 3.4 indicating they should be taught 
on the literacy level and 2 of the units received composite means of 1.5 
to 2.4 indicating they should be taught on the awareness level in the 
1990's as perceived by the three respondent groups. 
Competency Level: 
Arc welding (3.9) 
Oxy-acetylene welding (3.9) 
Tractor maintenance (3.8) 
Wiring (3.8) 
MIG welding (3.8) 
Small engines (3.7) 
Tools and hardware (3.7) 
Carpentry (3.7) 
Machinery management (3.6) 
Conservation (3.5) 
Spraying equipment (3.5) 
Multicylinder engines (3.5) 
Planting equipment (3.5) 
Literacy Level: 
Harvesting equipment (3.4) 
Tillage equipment (3.4) 
Tillage systems (3.4) 
Lawn and garden equipment (3.4) 
Hydrualics (3.3) 
Painting (3.3) 
Controls (3.3) 
Motors (3.3) 
Water resources (3.3) 
Irrigation (3.2) 
Surveying (3.2) 
Concrete and masonry (3.1) 
TIG welding (3.1) 
Drainage (3.1) 
Environmental controls (3.1) 
Overcurrent protection (3.1) 
Cold and sheet metal (3.1) 
Plumbing (3.0) 
Livestock facilities (3.0) 
Waste management (3.0) 
Plasma arc (3.0) 
Fencing (2.9) 
Solid state controls (2.9) 
On-board computer monitoring (2.9) 
Storage facilities (2.9) 
Remote sensing devices (2.8) 
Computer interface (2.8) 
Plant growth facilities (2.8) 
Draf ting (2. 7) 
Metal lathe (2.7) 
Robotics (2.6) 
Artificial Intelligence (2.5) 
Awareness Level: 
Glazing (2.4) 
Forging (2.3) 
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Objective #5. Determine if differences in mean scores exist among the 
three respondent groups regarding the 47 selected 
units of instruction included in this study. 
The F-probabilities which indicate differences among the 
perceptions of the three respondent groups for the selected units of 
instruction are also listed in Tables 6-13. 
In the agricultural construction area reported in Table 6, a 
significant difference in mean scores was observed for the fencing unit 
of instruction between the vocational agriculture instructors and the 
farm operators. The farm operators perceived this unit being of more 
importance, and therefore taught to a greater depth, in the 1990's than 
the vocational agriculture instructors. 
There was no significant difference in perceptions of the three 
respondent groups in the extent to which selected metals units should be 
taught in the 1990's as presented in Table 7. 
Table 8 identified three welding units in which there Vias a 
significantly different perception (p<.Ol) among the three respondent 
groups in the extent to Vlhich these units should be taught in the 
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1990's. The vocational agriculture instructors perceived the MIG unit 
to be of more importance than the managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses. For the TIG and plasma arc units, mean scores for the 
three respondent groups revealed a highly significant difference, with 
the vocational agriculture teachers identifying these two units as being 
more important than both the farm operators and agribusiness managers. 
In the electrical power and processing area (Table 9) a 
significantly different mean score (p<.Ol) was noted among perceptions 
for the extent to which wiring and overcurrent protection units of 
instruction should be taught in the 1990's. The vocational agriculture 
instructors and the farm operators perceived wiring to be of more 
importance than did the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses. 
The vocational agriculture instructors and the agribusiness managers 
differed significantly in their perceptions of the overcurrent 
protection unit, with the vocational agriculture instructors perceiving 
it as being more important. 
A significant difference in mean scores was also noted within the 
robotics unit in the computer technology area (Table 10) between the 
vocational agriculture instructors and the managers of mechanics related 
agribusiness, with the vocational agriculture instructors perceiving 
this unit as being more important. 
The power and machinery area presented in Table 11 contained four 
units in which the respondent groups had a significant difference in 
mean scores of their perceptions. For the lawn and garden equipment 
unit, the vocational agriculture instructors and the managers of 
mechanics related agribusinesses had a significant difference in mean 
scores, with the vocational agriculture instructors perceiving this unit 
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as more important. The harvesting equipment unit and the planting 
equipment unit revealed a significant difference in mean scores between 
the vocational agriculture instructors and the farm operators in their 
perceptions, ,.ith the farm operators rating these units as more 
important. For the spraying equipment unit, the two respondent groups 
with significant differences in mean scores were the farm operators and 
the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses with the farm operators 
perceiving this unit as being more important. 
The soil and water management area (Table 12) contained one unit of 
instruction in which all three respondents had a significant difference 
in mean scores. The surveying unit was rated as the most important unit 
by the vocational agriculture instructors and the least important unit 
by the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses. The soil and water 
management area also contained one unit, the tillage unit, in which 
there was a significant difference in mean scores between two respondent 
groups. The farm operators perceived the tillage unit to be of more 
importance than the vocational agriculture instructors perceived it to 
be. 
Table 13 lists the units of instruction in the structures and 
environment area, with the livestock facilities unit showing a 
significantly different perception between the farm operators and the 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses. The farm operators 
perceived this unit as being more important. 
In comparing the means of the respondent groups for the 47 selected 
units of instruction, it was noted that the farm operators rated 38 of 
the 47 units (81%) higher than the managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses, although only significantly higher on 3 units. 
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Objective #6. Determine the percentage of the total high school 
vocational agriculture program in Nebraska that should be 
dedicated to teaching agricultural mechanics in the 
1990's as perceived by vocational agriculture 
instructors, farm operators and managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses in Nebraska. 
The data for this objective is presented in Table 14. The 
vocational agriculture instructors indicated that a mean of 27.7 percent 
of the vocational agriculture curriculum should be dedicated to 
agricultural mechanics in the 1990's, the farm operators indicated that 
a mean of 32.6 percent, and the managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses indicated a mean of 31.2 percent. The composite mean of 
30.3 percent for the 1990's compares to 29.6 percent which the 
vocational agriculture instructors indicated they currently dedicate to 
teaching agricultural mechanics (Table 2, demographics). 
Table 14 
Percent of Vocational riculture Pro ram That Should Be Dedicated to 
Teaching Agricultural Mechanics in the 199 s by Respondent Group 
Respondent Group N Mean S.D. 
Teachers 36 27.7% 10.3 
Farm Operators 32 32.6% 16.4 
Agribusiness 22 31.2% 15.0 
Composite 90 30.3% 13.8 
Note: N - Observations, S.D. Standard Deviation 
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Major Findings 
The major findings in this study included: 
1. The vocational agriculture instructor respondents possessed a mean 
of 11.2 years of teaching experience and currently spend an average 
of 29.6 percent of their total instructional time in the 
agricultural mechanics area. 
2. The vocational agriculture respondents indicated that farm 
background was the source of 36 percent of their current 
agricultural mechanics skills. 
3. The farm operator respondents had a mean of 19.6 years experience 
in farming and 64.5 percent had been enrolled in vocational 
agriculture in high school. 
4. The managers of mechanics related agribusinesses were in business 
for a mean of 22.9 years with a mean of 14.0 years in their current 
position. 
5. The managers of mechanics related agribusinesses employed an 
average of 12 employees. Over half (54.5%) of the managers 
indicated they hired first year high school graduates. 
6. Nineteen percent of the managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses required their employees to have a high school 
vocational agriculture background "always" and 52.4 percent 
required it "sometimes." 
7. Of the 8 selected agricultural mechanics subject areas in this 
study, the two with the highest composite means (3.5) were 
welding, and power and machinery. The two with the lowest 
composite means (2.7) were metals and computer technology. 
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8. The respondent groups identified 13 of the 47 specified units of 
instruction that should be taught to the competency level in the 
1990's, 32 units that should be taught to the literacy level and 
2 units that should be taught to the awareness level. 
9. The respondent groups identified 2 units of instruction in the 
agricultural construction area that should be taught to the 
competency level in the 1990's. They were tools and hardware, 
and carpentry. 
10. The respondent groups identified 3 units of instruction in the 
welding area that should be taught to the competency level in the 
1990's. They were arc welding, oxy-acetylene welding and MIG 
welding. 
11. The respondent groups identified 1 unit of instruction in the 
electrical power and processing area that should be taught to the 
competency level in the 1990's. The unit identified was electrical 
wiring. 
12. The respondent groups identified 6 units of instruction in the 
power and machinery area that should be taught to the competency 
level in the 1990's. Those 6 were tractor maintenance, small 
engines, machinery management, multicylinder engines, spraying 
equipment and planting equipment. 
13. The respondent groups identified 1 unit of instruction in the 
soil and water management area that should be taught to the 
competency level in the 1990's. The unit identified was 
conservation. 
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14. The respondent groups indicated that the 4 specified units of 
instruction in the computer technology area should be taught to 
the literacy level in the 1990's. 
15. The farm operators rated 81 percent of the units of instruction 
higher than the managers of mechanics related agribusinesses. 
16. The respondent groups indicated a mean 30.3 percent of the total 
secondary vocational agriculture program should be dedicated to 
teaching agricultural mechanics in the 1990's. 
Discussion 
The primary purpose of this research was to identify agricultural 
mechanics units of instruction that should be included and the extent to 
which they should be included in the Nebraska secondary vocational 
agriculture curriculum in the 1990's. 
The units of instruction that received the highest average scores 
from the three respondent groups were traditional agricultural mechanics 
units, such as arc welding, oxy-acetylene welding, small engines, 
electric wiring, carpentry, and machinery management. These units have 
been important to agricultural mechanics instruction in the past, and 
according to the three respondent groups, will continue to be important 
in the future. This may contradict the statements of Pruitt (1980). He 
stated that the most popular unit of agricultural mechanics instruction 
would probably be welding, and as a result, tends to be "out of balance" 
compared to instruction in the other units. This may also contradict 
Gleim's (1988) research conducted in Ohio in which he concluded that the 
historically traditional instructional areas of construction, welding, 
and small engines are over emphasized in the present agricultural 
mechanics curriculum. 
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The findings of this study agree with research conducted by 
Heimgartner (1980). He conducted a study which included the states of 
Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Utah, and Montana. Heimgartner observed that 
all states in his study rated the units of arc welding, oxy-acetylene 
welding, tractor maintenance, tools and hardware, construction projects, 
small engines, farm machinery, carpentry and electric wiring as 
important. He also reported the amount of time vocational agriculture 
teachers in these states spent in teaching agricultural mechanics. 
Heimgartner reported an average of 39.0 percent, which is higher than 
the findings of this research in which the vocational agriculture 
teachers in Nebraska indicated they currently spend 29.6 percent of 
their time teaching agricultural mechanics. This is also higher than 
the average that should be spent in the future (30.3%) in Nebraska as 
perceived by the three respondent groups in this study. 
According to the results of this research, Papritan was correct 
when he stated that one must not believe because of technological change 
over the years that courses are in a continual flux. Certain principles 
have remained basic to each course in areas such as engines, electricity 
and agriculture structures. 
Twist (1982) stated that the use of microprocessors, hydraulics, 
electronic controls, and monitoring and sensing devices will increase in 
the future. The respondents in this survey indicated that these new 
technology units should only be taught to the literacy level in the 
secondary vocational agriculture curriculum in the 1990's. In order to 
gain competency in these areas, the students may have to seek 
post-secondary education or on-the-job training. 
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The results of this study indicate that the conservation unit of 
the soil and water management instructional area should be taught to the 
competency level in the 1990's. This may be the result of the 1985 U.S. 
Farm Bill passed by Congress which stresses conservation compliance in 
the 1990's by farmers in order to receive benefits from the Farm Bill. 
The background of the respondents must also be considered when 
reviewing the results of this study. Most of the respondents come from 
smaller communities where agriculture is the most important industry. 
The vocational agriculture instructors indicated an average of 11.2 
years of teaching experience, the farm operators indicated an average of 
19.6 years in farming, and the agribusiness managers indicated an 
average of 22.9 years in business. Thus, the respondents may be used to 
traditional agricultural mechanics and may not have received exposure to 
new technology areas such as solid state controls, computer monitoring, 
robotics, and remote sensing devices. This may have influenced their 
opinions concerning agricultural mechanics in the 1990's. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The primary purpose of this research was to identify agricultural 
mechanics units of instruction that should be included and the extent to 
which they should be included in the Nebraska secondary vocational 
agriculture curriculum in the 1990's. 
The population for this study consisted of all 128 secondary 
vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska, and the farm operators 
and managers of mechanics related agribusinesses in the communities 
which offer vocational agriculture. Three vocational agriculture 
instructors were randomly selected from each of twelve NVAA districts in 
Nebraska. The vocational agriculture instructors were asked to identify 
the name and address of one farm operator and one manager of a mechanics 
related agribusiness in their community. 
The final sample consisted of 36 vocational agriculture 
instructors, 36 farm operators and 36 managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses. 
A mailed survey was used to collect the data for the study. All 
randomly selected vocational agriculture instructors, farm operators and 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses received a questionnaire., 
The 36 vocational agriculture instructors returned 36 forms, 
providing a survey return rate of 100 percent. The 36 farm operators 
returned 32 forms with a survey return rate of 89 percent. The 36 
managers of mechanics related agribusinesses returned 25 forms with a 
survey return rate of 69 percent, although 3 of these forms were deemed 
unusable due to incomplete responses. 
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The three respondent groups rated 47 units of agricultural 
mechanics instruction in 8 mechanics areas on a scale of 1 to 4 
according to how they perceived the importance of these units in the 
1990's. A value of "1" was used to indicate that a unit should not be 
included in the agricultural mechanics curriculum in the 1990's. Values 
of 2 - 4 were used to indicate that the units should be included but at 
varying levels of instruction. A value of "2" was used to indicate that 
a unit should be taught at the awareness level where the students know 
that the concept exists. A value of "3" was used to indicate that a 
unit should be taught at the literacy level where the students are able 
to write and speak about the concept, but cannot actually perform the 
task. A value of "4" was used to indicate that a unit should be taught 
at the competency level where the students can not only write and speak 
about the concept, but perform the task as well. 
Means, standard deviations, and analysis of variance were computed 
for each unit of instruction to determine which units should be taught 
in the 1990's and the extent to which they should be taught. When 
evaluating the composite means, the following guidelines were 
established: a score of 1.4 and below identified units that should not 
be included in the 1990's, a score of 1.5 to 2.4 identified units that 
should be taught at the awareness level, a score of 2.5 to 3.4 
identified units that should be taught at the literacy level, and a 
score of 3.5 and above identified units that should be taught at the 
competency level in the 1990's. 
Frequency distributions, percentages and means were used to report 
responses to demographic questions and their relationship to the study. 
The ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests were used to reveal differences among 
respondent groups for the demographic data and units of instruction 
specified in the survey. 
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The demographic information reported by the vocational agriculture 
instructors indicated they had a mean of 11.2 years of teaching 
experience. The instructors currently spend 29.6 percent of their total 
instructional time teaching agricultural mechanics. 
Demographic information from the farm operators indicated a mean of 
19.6 years of farming experience. 
The demographic information reported by managers of mechanics 
related agribusinesses indicated a mean of 22.9 years in business with 
14.0 years of experience in their current position. 
Thirteen units of instruction received composite means of 3.5 and 
above, indicating they should by taught to the competency level in the 
1990's as perceived by the three respondent groups. These 13 units were: 
Arc welding (3.9) 
Oxy-acetylene welding (3.9) 
Tractor maintenance (3.8) 
Wiring (3.8) 
MIG welding (3.8) 
Small engines (3.7) 
Tools and hardware (3.7) 
Carpentry (3.7) 
Machinery management (3.6) 
Conservation (3.5) 
Spraying equipment (3.5) 
Multicylinder engines (3.5) 
Planting equipment (3.5) 
Thirty-two units of instruction received composite means of 2.5 to 
3.4, indicating they should be taught at the literacy level in the 
1990's as perceived by the three respondent groups. The 32 units were: 
Harvesting equipment (3.4) 
Tillage equipment (3.4) 
Tillage systems (3.4) 
Lawn and garden equipment (3.4) 
Hydraulics (3.3) 
Painting (3.3) 
Controls (3.3) 
Motors (3.3) 
Water resources (3.3) 
Irrigation (3.2) 
Surveying (3.2) 
Concrete and masonry (3.1) 
TIG welding (3.1) 
Drainage (3.1) 
Environmental controls (3.1) 
Overcurrent protection (3.1) 
Cold and sheet metal (3.1) 
Plumbing (3.0) 
Livestock facilities (3.0) 
Waste management (3.0) 
Plasma arc (3.0) 
Fencing (2.9) 
Solid state controls (2.9) 
On-board computer monitoring (2.9) 
Storage facilities (2.9) 
Remote sensing devices (2.8) 
Computer interface (2.8) 
Plant growth facilities (2.8) 
Drafting (2.7) 
Metal lathe (2.7) 
Robotics (2.6) 
Artificial Intelligence (2.5) 
Two units of instruction received composite means of 1.5 to 2.4, 
indicating they should be taught on the awareness level in the 1990's as 
perceived by the three respondent groups. These 2 units were: 
Glazing (2.4) 
Forging (2.3) 
None of the selected units were rated as not appropriate to be 
included in the instructional program in the 1990's. 
The respondent groups indicated a mean of 30.3 percent of the total 
secondary vocational agriculture program should be dedicated to teaching 
agricultural mechanics in the 1990's. The vocational agriculture 
instructors in this study indicated they currently spend 29.6 percent of 
their time in the agricultural mechanics area. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from the findings of this 
study: 
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1. All agricultural mechanics subject areas and units of instruction 
included in this study should be taught in the 1990's, but at 
different levels of knowledge acquisition. 
2. The two agricultural mechanics subject areas that should be taught 
to the highest level (competency) in the 1990's are power and 
machinery, and welding. 
3. The two agricultural mechanics subject areas that should be taught 
to the least extent (awareness) in the 1990's are metals and 
computer technology. 
4. Farm operators consistently rated the selected units of 
instruction higher than the managers of mechanics related 
agribusinesses. 
5. The traditional units of instruction in agricultural mechanics, 
such as arc and oxy-acetylene welding, small engines, tractor 
maintenance, wiring and carpentry, should still be taught to the 
competency level in the 1990's. 
6. New technology units of instruction, such as robotics, solid state 
controls, on-board computer monitoring, computer interface, and 
remote sensing devices, should be included in the agricultural 
mechanics curriculum in the 1990's at the literacy level. 
7. The current amount of instructional time in agricultural mechanics 
should not change significantly (29.6% to 30.3%) in the 1990's. 
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Recommendations 
As a result of the conclusions drawn from this study, the following 
actions were recommended: 
1. Vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska should provide 
competency to their students in the 1990's in these agricultural 
mechanics units: arc welding, oxy-acetylene welding, tractor 
maintenance, wiring, MIG welding, small engines, tools and hardware, 
carpentry, machinery management, conservation, spraying equipment, 
multicylinder engines, and planting equipment. 
2. The University of Nebraska Department of Agricultural Education and 
the Nebraska Department of Vocational Education should continue to 
make curriculum materials available to vocational agriculture 
instructors to teach the units to the competency level that were 
identified in this study as such. 
3. Vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska should include new 
technology units of instruction, such as robotics, solid state 
controls, on-board computer monitoring, computer interface, and 
remote sensing devices, in the agricultural mechanics curriculum in 
the 1990's at the literacy level. 
4. The University of Nebraska Department of Agricultural Education and 
the Nebraska Department of Vocational Education should develop and 
distribute curriculum materials to vocational agriculture 
instructors in the new technology areas, providing for instruction 
to the literacy level. 
5. In-service should be provided to vocational agriculture instructors 
in the new technology areas to allow them to teach to the literacy 
level. 
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6. Vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska should continue to 
devote 30 percent of their total program to agricultural mechanics 
instruction in the 1990's. 
7. The University of Nebraska Department of Agricultural Education 
should continue to emphasize agricultural mechanics in its 
agricultural education curriculum and should require undergraduates 
to enroll in courses that will allow them to teach the units 
identified in this study to the competency level. 
8. Further research should be conducted concerning the extent to which 
specific skills within each unit of instruction should be taught. 
9. Further research should be conducted concerning the perception of 
other educational leaders (secondary principals and superintendents, 
post-secondary instructors, etc.) regarding agricultural 
mechanics instruction. 
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APPENDIX A 
Identification of Respondents 
61 i bner-Snyder Com m u n ity--:S::;...::c:::..:..h..:...;:o:::....;:o::...;:.I _____ _ 
of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
WITTMANN, Superintendent 
O. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
STADING, Elementary Principal June 24, 1988 
Dear Fellow Vocational Agriculture Instructor: 
Box L 
ScribnE'r, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
',J'y;P'.J:r", .. )",~"".,.""\t"'+;j! ,fi;ttH'>~:: ,,,~,_); "i,'", '. 
I am under tak i ng a s tudl',cdo~' my mas ter' s thes i sc wlti c;h will focus on 
agricultural mechanics skk];]'s'and instructional are'as that we as high 
school vocat i ona lagr i cUiliture i'!1'.~truc tor's in Nebraska shou 1 dbe teaching 
our s tuden ts in the 19.10' s. Th~.' three groups I pI an to survey in my 
study are high s~9Qaol;.~ocationalci.lIgricul;ture ins,.tructors,.fal'm.··c.;. 
opera tors, andmanagers; of mechani \ cs re la ted agr i bus i nesses. I p'I'lIn 
th i s to be a Nebraska study, so a 1\.1 of the peop 1 e to be surveye.d. w·,'J 1 be 
from NebrasKa{' . '.'.;;"" 
I ~FtrYin~;;~o;, de term ine YOUr'~i 11 i;ngne~s to bell: part of this 
study. r have random).y se 1 ec.ted thre.e va ag ins truc tors from each of 
the 12' NVAAdts tr i c ts in. Nebras,.ka to apa~t:of .th'i s research and you are 
one of the threl!"'se 1 ec teCt. If ')loua!'e' will i ngto be a part of this 
research, I will ask .•. four \0 i ngs'.;of YQ.U.k . . 
"~"-'4", 
"~,., 
1 • indica te your .wi 11;i:rlgness.Jo; par c i pa te on the enclosed 
post-card. .'. ....eL'.·. "'C·'·:·' 
2.·.·t(lentify one f,arffi;.,operator in YOtJ,rc.Ofl\IlIuni ty that would be 
wilrTng .. to·P~~t;iCipate and SUpplyJllU1, . ...,ith his/her name, 
add~ess, andlpnone number on the pod7carCl·. ; 
"3 •. TdenfifY'one;/manager of a mechanics related agribusiness 
that wou'd ~e will ing partiCipate and supply me with 
hiS/h'er"'name, address and phone number on the post-card. 
A. Fill out the survey i nstr.ume.nt when it is mai led to you. 
This wiH require you· lao· rah ag mechanics units of 
instruction andsKI1 1 sase youpercei ve their future 
importance in the total'Lnstructional vo ag program. 
:: ~--
If you find yourself unable to partJcipate in this study, please 
i nd i cate th i sand return the' enc 1 osed post-c.ard. 
I would sincerely appreciate your hell in this effort and I hope 
you accept my offer. Th i s research shou.l d' be.a benefi t to every vo ag 
teacher in the state as well as the Agl'lcu.1tural Education Department at 
UNL. PI ease mark yes on the enclosec!·post..,card and share your knowl edge 
and experience by participating,'Pleiise return the enclosed post-card 
by Ju 1 y 7.,}',O"';· ..··'· i}~;r~~~le 1 y , 
of the Trojans 
{~lja~ 
Neal.Schlautman 
VaAglnstructor 
Partners in Excellence 
t_ .. 
Name 
POST CARD REPLY FORt1 
Your Name : __________ _ 
Progres.s i \.Ie 
Farmer 
in your research. 
Manager of Mechanics 
Related Agribusiness 
Ph on e t'ie,. 
N0 1 I decline to participa~€'. 
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APPENDIX B 
Questionnaire and Demographic Information Sheets 
Ii bner-Sny:der Com m u n ity......::S~c:::...!.h.:...::o~o:::::..:I _____ 64_ 
ber of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
'r Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
;er Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
5 WIDMANN, Superintendent 
LD D. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
:T STADING, Elementary Principal 
Box L 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
"t§':::';;'~;);. 
,,):ef '" Ap I'" L1 11, "f'~,a9 
De ar Fe 1 1 ow voc.:,;j~,~}f~ Agr i c(P t u I'" ens t I'" u~t or :,:1!{i;l,!",:,:; 
I'm NeaLiSchla~iiman and I am he vocationi[\'J"agricul€,wre 
i nstructor,~~,Scr i bner\:-SndyerH i gh School i nSc'r i bner"{:";!~ll 
Nebraska .,/'!'W:am" gather 'hng i nfo!>ma t on concep'h i ng,ii,:q:..,': " 
ag!> i cuI tur a 1 metl),,an i c s t,op i c s that sh oli 1 d betaugh tin 
Nebraska:,~i gh schoo,l sin :,the 1990' s,' To do illY research, I 
am con,ta,q;ti"l"!,g three' ma in groups of peop Ie w,no a!>e 
knowl,edgeabl"e::",,abou t agr i cu !'tura 1 "mEl'Ch'an'+'c:~:' ins t!> uc t i on a 1 
un i t? : high scho,ql vo,ag i n}ructor?".farm operators, and 
man~ger$"".C)f mechanl,cs related a?ri'busi ne!;,ses. 
! I confaC'ted YOUp,rev iiously and,; yoW had consented to 
taKe part in this,projec,t."Pl ~asEl't~Ke,ten minutes to 
conipJete the enclosed questionnaire andmaiL it back in the 
st,amped, ser'f"-adqressed enY'EI'Tope. Yourf'e,~.db:ack is very 
imp,ortant in determi nJng,what shoul d be taUg~:t:fJn:'ith i s 
cu!?r i c~lar_aJ:).ea.., .. _.,Ival,ue your op i n i on gre,a.nY"""'i'\' 
'Please help vocational agriculture remail')$trong in the 
fu,ture by helping,J,Cl shape the curriculum for the';1';190's. 
I f I I),aven't heard from you with in two weeks, l,w ill 
sendyova rem i nderl e t tel"'. 
;;,e of the Trojans 
'Sincerely, 
f/d/~~ 
Neal .).Schlautman 
Vo Ag Instructor 
Partners in Excellence 
ri bn e r -S n y'd e r Co m m u n ity.-.::S::....::c:::....:..h..:..;:o::....::o::..,:' _____ 6_S_ 
~ber of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
~er Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
'bner Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
NIS WIITMANN, Superintendent 
ALD D. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
fRT STAOING, Elementary Principal 
\'i(V;;C':O;;~")U';i4~ '),":)M: ,' __ '-:'~:,;:.~:;_, ,,' . 
,.;, .•.• ,~ .•. ;; .. ; ... :>\ 
'-·;S·";'"" 
"iti!!; .,!.;\ .,.;~;;' ;;>'>, •. , 
.~$ .. r , g . 
Box l 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
'.;';".'>~j;;;, ;j A.~';; i 1 11 ~(;!;~~'t,.". 
De al' Fal'm Op e ... tt 0; .ii·J "i;i·; .• ,ct'· '1;; .;/ r: "hI -)?
I 'm'>l~a'f0Xsc:hl aut~;~n and Ii am ~he v.lcati6n:r ~g;;:T'cu;~?~l'e 
i nstl'uctwr at SCl'ibnel'-Sndyel' H'i ghSch~ol . in S.c",Ybnel', 
Nebl'aska1;" I am ga thel' i ng. i nfol'ma t i'onconcel'l)ing ag 
mechan),c;;::'~I<J 11 s that shoUtl d be taugh~ iFf high school sin 
the 1,.9'90's. '1'0. do mY\.resear:ch, ».arn'·· .. c·orrt·.act i ng thl'ee main 
gl'ou~'s of peop 1 e;, .. h i gh·s.chool\vo ~Q.;;j!\n;~I'\;I'': tOI'S, fal'm. 
opel'.a.t .Q.I'.<;;,and managel's Qf .mech~rrlcs te 1 a.-ted agl'l bus I nesses. 
;l YOUI' 1 oca.L. vo ag; .• insfl'uctol\'l'ecommeqded YOU as a 
pI' 091' e ss i ve, k n owle dge ablei\.al'm"'rln·~91J I"\C ommu nit y • I am 
asl<;;i.ng .•. t.)1~tyOU pl ease .. tal<!?' .. i)..LHtTet{irneto .. f i 11 out the 
enc:losed quesHonl1ai I'e) aJ1ic!\mai 1 it back ';i:nf.the.pl'e-stamped 
ancj addl'essed enve lope' .:,,)'·OUI' feedback i s·verr.;;"mpol' tan t to 
mY.'.l'ese.ar.ch,and.I.val .. uei, ... YoUI' opinion gl'ea t1~~~· .••. ;h 
>~;re'ase he 1 p voca t i'ona 1 agl' i cu 1 tUl'e I'ema ins..t';;ong in the 
fu~;(jl'e by helping to; sljape the cUl'l'iculurnfol' the 1990's. 
Sincel'e-ly, 
'Nf:(/s~~~ 
Vo Ag Instl'uctol' 
me of the Trojans Partners in Excellence 
Ii 
II 
F 
II 
.1 
II 
i 
I 
cri bner-Snyder Com m u n ity-=S:::..;:c:::..;.h..:....;:o::....;o:;...,;;I _____ 6_6_ 
rnber of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
. Ider Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
;ibner Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
NIS W1ITMANN, Superintendent 
ALO D. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
aERT STADING, Elementary Principal 
Dear Agribusiness 
ii 
April If,'I,'?.89 
<", 
Box L 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
.1 'm Ne a 1 SC\);,}ji\'Gt~an an d i;J), am t h,~ v oc a ti on a 1 ag~.f'c'u 
ins truc tor a t ~cr i bne""c:Sndyer H,i gh School in SCr'ibl1er, 
Nebraska. I "'ai1'I. gatheri'~g information concerning ag .. 
mechan i cs skilLs',tha t sh'Ou 1 d be \taugh tin high schools" i n 
the 1990's), To do, my research, I am) con,tacting.):hree main 
groups of peop 1 e: '. high sC;hool v'o ag i ntruc to",s, farm 
operator:s •. an,d managers of mechan j' • .cs,rel ated agr i busi nesses. 
Your loca'h.vo ag i'nstructor rE!c;ommended YOU as a 
managE'r.of a mechanics ~e,lahd,.a9i"ibu ... ines .... Please take a 
1 itt le>ti me to compfe.te thE'. E!nCI9.,sE'dque,s ti onna ire and rna i 1 
it back in thE.'-stampedse 1 f;"'add~eissed envelope. Your 
feedback is veryimpor tan.J to,; t</h.&it" shouT d be taugh tin ag 
mechan ies. I va I ue your' op'in,i'cjn'9i'eatly. 
yPlease hel'p'·'JocationaJ.,agricul ture remain strong in the 
future by helping tosl:J,ap,ethe curriculum for·th,E!)J,,'?90' s • 
. If I hav.en,<,!;.C"e,c;.E!i ved' your quest i onna i rew i thin., two 
weeks, 1 will send YOU a: rem i nder letter. . . 
Sincerely, . 
·fdA~ 
Vo Ag Instructor 
, . 
;Il)e of the Trojans Partners in Excellence 
THE SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS CURRICULUM IN THE 19QQ'S 
D!rections: Please use the follo1,.\!ing scale to indicate ;.rour trlJ8 
feel 109:' reg,~rding thE' follol;'.Jing ~g mechanic:- topic:. tor-
inclusion in a secondary I.loca.tiona.l a.griculture pr·ogra.m 
i nth ~ 1990' s • 
1 = Should not b~ includ~d. 
!ncluded, but at the follolAling 1 €".I€' 1 s: 
2::::: Awar-eness: Students I<nol,l} it exis;·ts. 
3::::: LitErra.c/!: Student:. ·~r·e able to !..' .. Irite ~.nd spe~k :?,bout it, but 
cannot perform the task. 
4 = Compete-nc/! ~;tlJdents c.an IAlrite and spe,~K about it, .~= ',I,lell :-.= 
p~rform the task. 
AG CO~ISTRUCTJ ON 
~'!ETALS 
toco] s· and h ardl!!ar~ 
plumbing 
concrete and masonary 
p.ainting 
glazing 
drafting 
carp€'ntry 
fencing 
cold and sheet metal 
metal la.the 
for'~ i 09 
Er.r- C 
MIG (wire welding) 
TIG 
oxy-ace-t/lene 
plasma arc 
ELECTRICAL POWER AND PROCESSING 
I,\j i r- i ng 
controls 
motors 
s.ol id s.tateo cordr-cds 
remote sensing devices 
over-current protection 
(o'-Jer) 
67 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
robotics 
on-boB'.rd compu ter mon i tor' i fig 
computer interfa.ce 
artificial irde11 igenee 
POIAER AND ~1ACH INER'! 
~,ma 11 eng i n&s· 
mu 1 t i c:'1 i nd~r ~ng i n~s 
tractor maintenance 
hydra.ul Ie:: 
lawn and garden Iquipment 
harvesting equipment 
til lage ~ qui pm~ n t 
spraying ~quipment 
planting equipment 
machinery management 
SO I LAND I')ATER ~1ANAGEMENT 
t i 11 •. gl systems 
s,url,ley i n':J 
irrigation 
conser-I.}·~t i on 
dr •. i n •. ge 
! .... Jat€'r rfr:·ources 
STRUCTURES AND E~'I,.J! RONMENT 
li
'
)€'s,tocK facilities, 
plant grol/Jth facilities 
s.torage facilitii?s. 
I,llaste management 
en'.)ironmental controls 
Please add and rate any other a9 mechanics topics YQU feel a~e 
important to include in the secondar~'" !.}ocationa.l ':'.gricu1tuf·!:? pr~o9rarn in 
the futlJr'e: 
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L 
High School Va Ag Instructor Response Survey 
Demograph i cD,. t,. 
Please complete the follol,oing information: 
1. HOI,o many years. haue you t'l.ught high school 110 ."g' 
2. l"ha.t is your present high school enrollment? 
3. IA!hat is. your schecll size by ~'ISAA classifir::~tion? 
(i.e. A, 8, C, D) 
4. How would YOU rat& your current :.hop facil ities·? 
5. 
__ less than adequate a.dequa te more th."n adequo. te 
What is your peslnt a9 
"1'0-1000 
__ "1'5001-10,000 
mechanics budget? 
"1001-2000 
__ '$10,001 + 
'''2001-5000 
6. l,lhat percent of your total program do you teach in the follm.,ing 
areas? (mus·t add up to 100~", please estimate) 
./ 
-_." animal science __ ;, FFA .~< leadership training 
__ ~/, agmechanics. .~~ plant ,~-( soil s·cience 
X farm management __ .. ~ agr i bus i ness 
./ 
--"" 
horticulture __ ~~ o~her 
7. Please consider your ouerall preparation for teaching agriculturel 
mechanics in your vCr ag program. In your Judgement, pleas& estimate 
the percent of abilities you gained from the following: 
__ ;, your pre'Jious bacKground from being raised on a farm 
__ ;1, your previous training as a student in high school lJO a.g 
__ >; your' college training in 3.9 mechanics:. 
__ ;~ your prel} i ous exper i ences in an ag bus i ness 
__ % other, 
8. In your OI.on judgement, ... ,hat per'cent of the total l)O •. g program 
should be dedicated to teaching a9 mechanics in the 1990/5? 
---.. ~ 
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l 
Farm Operator R~sponse Form 
Demographic Data 
Plea.se complete the follo'"ing information: 
1. !'vha tis· your age? 
2. Hm·, long have you been farm i ng? 
3. Are YOU f~miliar t,\,Iith high s.l:hool \)ocational agric'JJture and the 
purpose of the program? 
Yes· No 
4. l,.jere YOU enrolled in 'iocational agr·iculture in high schoo!? 
Yes No 
If yes, I"IO~\,I many years clf high school 1·)0 ag did YOIJ t·?,¥.e"? 
5. What percent of your experience in a9 mechanics came from the 
following? (please estimate) 
prel) i QUS exper i ence from be i ng ra i sed on a farm 
pre'}ious. tr·.~ining as:· a stUdent in high s.chocrl 1)0 ag 
college or tech-school tra i n i n9 
previous experiences on your farm 
other, 
6. t"Jhat percent of your income is deril}ed from the follov.Jin'~? 
(please estimate) 
___ ~,~ cr·ops 
___ .< off farm ',"orK 
7. In your OJ..,.Jn judgement, t,IJhat percent of the tota1 high school 
vocational agr~culture program should be dedicated to teaching 
21.9 mechanics in the 1990~s. (Other subject areas are animal 
s.cience, fa-.r·m m.~n·~9E'ment, hor-ti(ulturE', FFA & lE'.~.der-s.hip, pl~nt ~~ 
soil s.cience, a.nd agribusinl:?ss) 
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Mechanics Related Agribusiness Response Form 
Demogn.phic Data 
Plea.se complete the fc!llo!A!ing information: 
1. 
2. ' .. ,.that is your occupation? 
3. How many years have you been associated with a business 
relating to ag mechanics? 
5. How many people are employed in your business? 
6. Does your company hire first year high school graduates? 
Yes No 
7. Are thE- employees in your business required to r!a~)e a high s·chc'ol 
vo a9 background for employment? 
Some times 
8. Are the emp 1 0;/ee5 in your business r'equ ired to have p os t -se c on d.:;.r >1 
tr'aining? 0: tech-school or college) 
AhlJays 
---
Sometimes ~'Iever' 
9. Are you a college graduate? Yes No 
If your answered yes to #10, what was your major field of stud!? 
10. Are you aware of the purpose of high school 'JOcational agriculture? 
Yes No 
11. I"Jere you enrolled in high school 'Ioca.tional agriculture? 
Yes No 
12. t~hat percent of your experience in ag mechanics ca.me from the 
f011ml)in9? <pleas.e estimate) 
__ ~< pre\) i OI.JS e~<per j encE' fr·om be i n9 ra i sed on a farm 
__ ~,~ pr·e'.Jious. training as a student in high school \lC' ag 
__ '.,: coll ege or tech-school tr-ai n i n9 
__ ~,< prev i ous €'~<per i €'nces· j n your' ag bus· i nes.s· 
__ "t; other, 
13. In lour ot~.lrr judgement, 1,'Jhat percl?nt of the total ht!~h s·[hoo1 
')oeationa.l agriculture program ,.hould be dedicated to tea.chino;) 
ag mechanics. in the 1990"s. (Other s:.ubject areas ar·e ~nimal 
science, farm management, horticulture, FFA & leadE'r'ship, plant ,~~ 
:-0 i 1 sc j enc€', and agr i bus j nes.s .• ) 
"j 
---" 
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APPENDIX C 
Follow-Up Letters to Nonrespondents 
ri bne r ~S ny-de r Com m u n ity...:::S::.....::c::...;,.h..:..;o::.....::o::....:.' _____ 7_3 _ 
ter of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
r Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
er Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
, WIDMANN, Superintendent 
o D. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
. STADING, Elementary Principal 
Box L 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
,iii!" May 3, 1 989 
Dear' Fe 11 ow Vo A'gs''re1acher' l ,(ii':';, Si,,!, 
. " ~ ,',' ':/ifg .' 
Ju s ta,,~;~or' t r' e~\n de r' note that IW'ou 1 d ap p r' eC;i.~~g;/;~~u 
taK i ng aq6ut"5;':,to 1 0 mhnu tes of YOUr' t kine f,i 11 in,9i'otif the 
sUr'vey f,or'm I seA,t you." Th i s was conc,er'n Lngagr' i cul tUr'al 
mechanics sKills fhilt should be taught in high schools in 
the 1.?,.90i~s"'sI need'i,nput,fr'om Know,ledgeabl'e people 1 iKe you 
so we' can deter;r,ni ne the futur'e of,. high school vocat i onal 
agr' i.,tu 1 tUr'e programs. ' ;'i 
'i'~ ~, ... ,c"""~",,,,~ "'\:'''~ "'<-, , "r:." 
/ If yoU have a 1 ri?'a~y,S~nJ:·1:hesurve;;{ form bacK, thanK 
YOU. If not, pleas,e. matsl it withi,nthe n'ext weeK. 
e of the Trojans 
---------------,._.-_. 
,', '"-,, '\-. 
'Si'nt;;e;r ely, 
I!a~ 
.Nea 1 Sch la:u.tman 
Vo Ag I n!;itruc tor 
Partners in Excellence 
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i bne r -S ny-der Com m u n ity'-.:S~c:::...:.h.:...:::o::...::o:::....:.I _____ _ 
. of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
\ttendance Center (402)568-2605 
Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
liTTMANN, Superintendent 
D. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
fADING, Elementary Principal 
"\i(.j,,,;~i,'f'!',';'.Y..(;'ik\ti~ 
,;i}>~ \> 
-/;i-'" ~ "" >:N"",{" '';'';'Y)J> 'f5;~~;:~\1 <t .:~.:~'!..-r· -,~\;., 
- , 
.. ,'}",. ..... .::; 1989 
0:j.(.,'fNt."5;".t:-,ri-;:,'<_",;., 
<-") 
Box L 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
Dear Farm operato~~t'i'~ ~;~ Max: 3, e,'(iii;:."::., 
',,,. "i'-" '; "/........ " •. _ 'N.' ""~~' •. 
,,"'-':' .~:t <', '" •.•.•••••• ~.·., •..• ,.:_: .•••• :A'i,'-._~~jYJ.i" \'~h . ':~:~ K '_'''-;;:'. (:~t 
Just a!!>hort reminder note that I wou1 dillppreCla~E!">fou 
taK i n 9 ab9Uit?;p. tal 0 min ute s of yo~ r t iine fi·r 1 i n.94.C)I1·ti·tt\~' 
survey f.\,rm I'S,pt yOU " Th i s wasl:onc~rn ing ag.mi:c·u·j tura1 
mechan iis sK ill s'tha t shou 1 d be·. taugh f i n'h igh;schoo1 sin 
the 19~(l/;s,. I need •. i npu t .. from Know1 eogeablepeop 1 eli Ke you 
so WE!,,'c'ande,termi ne the fu.ture 0'0£ h·igh?~h.oo1 vocat i ona1 
agr i,C:u 1 ture programs,' .. .••...••..•. 
;.%,' " ""-":~lr\" i'/<~-'"'' _ "x·",t;:;~';1'1f·--!'{;;: ,::;::< 
,/'·f'f··You .. have a lr.eady sen~.,the ·p;.ur-vey form bacK, thanK 
yoa, If not .p.l .. E!.~semaIl it·.with in;: .. the :next weeK, 
of the Trojans 
, ;,;c>,<,c<£;~~ 
Ne a.1SRN~'a;\.I'.tman 
Vo' Agln's:triuc tor 
:,., i-\ "'! ',~" 
"",",--~,,,>-,, ;\'>': 
Partners in Excellence 
I 
! 
\:lli~_ 
75 ibn e r .. 5 n yd e r Co m m u n ity......::S=c::..:...h:,.;::o:....::;::o:..:.../ _____ _ 
!r of NCA of Elementary, Secondary Schools and Colleges 
Attendance Center (402)568-2605 
r Attendance Center (402)664-2567 
WITTMANN, Superi'ntendent 
) O. BARTEK, Secondary Principal 
STADING, Elementary Principal 
\'~i.y·/·-· 
Dear Agribusines~ Mad~ger: 
"\ 
May; 3, 1989. 
Box L 
Scribner, Nebraska 
68057-0549 
School is for Kids 
Just a;sh()",t remi ~der note tha I w6ul d.apPl'ec:iate yOU 
taKing abQut 5t'Oc10 minu.tes of I' time fVllingout the 
survey form I sent you. This was concerning agricul tural 
mechan i.c.ssK.i 11 s that shou l.d be taugh tin; high school sin 
the 1990's •. r need input fi'.om Kno\',lLedgeable people 1 iKe yOU 
so we can de term i'ne the ,fu ture of" h igl:l .. ,?chool voca tiona 1 
agr i c:ulture programs.' v"" '.'; 
If you~;~'ea'l ready,s?;~~;~;~l ;" survey~orm bacK, thanK 
you ~; ,If not, please maLl i:twJ thinthe.next..weeK. 
~ of the Trojans 
~i;~~;~;~lY. 
Qi~~ 
Neal Schlautman 
Vo Aglnstructor 
Partners in Excellence 
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APPENDIX D 
Code Sheets for Surveys 
I 
I 
" r 
! i' 
i 
Column 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Code Sheet 
Future Emphasis in Ag Mechanics 
Neal Schlautman, Investigator 
Card 1 
Item Row 
Respondent group 1 = Teachers 
2 = Farmers 
3 = Agbusiness 
Ag Mechanics Areas - Construction 
Tools/hardware 1 = No not include 
2 = Awareness 
3 = Literacy 
4 = Competency 
Plumbing 1-4 (actual) 
Concrete/masonry 1-4 (actual) 
Painting 1-4 (actual) 
Glazing 1-4 (actual) 
Drafting 1-4 (actual) 
Carpentry 1-4 (actual) 
Fencing 1-4 (actual) 
Metals 
Cold/sheet metal 1-4 (actual) 
Metal lathe 1-4 (actual) 
Forging 1-4 (actual) 
Welding 
Arc 1-4 (actual) 
MIG/wire welding 1-4 (actual) 
TIG 1-4 (actual) 
Oxyacetylene 1-4 (actual) 
Plasma Arc 1-4 (actual) 
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L 
I 
I , 
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Electrical Power and Processing ~ 
18 (actual) 
1; 
Wiring 1-4 H ;: 
19 Controls 1-4 (actual) f! II 
" 
" 20 Motors 1-4 (actual) II 
" 
" 
21 Solid state controls 1-4 (actual) i: ): 
22 remote sensing devices 1-4 (actual) 
, 
23 Overcurrent protection 1-4 (actual) ; 1: 
I: 
Ii 
Computer Technology II il 
24 Robotics 1-4 (actual) II Ii Ii 
:r 
25 On-board monitoring 1-4 (actual) II 
II 
26 Computer interfacing 1-4 (actual) Ii 
Ii 
27 Artificial intelligence 1-4 (actual) 
II 
Power and Machinery II 
II 
28 Small engines 1-4 (actual) I' 
29 Multicylinder engines 1-4 (actual) I 
I 30 Tractor maintenance 1-4 (actual) 
I 
31 Hydraulics 1-4 (actual) I 
I 32 Lawn & garden equipment 1-4 (actual) 
(actual) I 33 Harvesting equipment 1-4 
34 Tillage equipment 1-4 (actual) 
35 Spraying equipment 1-4 (actual) 
36 Planting equipment 1-4 (actual) 
37 Machinery management 1-4 (actual) 
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Soil and Water 
38 Tillage systems 1-4 (actual) 
39 Surveying 1-4 (actual) 
40 Irrigation 1-4 (actual) 
41 Conservation 1-4 (actual) 
42 Drainage 1-4 (actual) 
43 Water resources 1-4 (actual) 
Structures and Environment 
44 Livestock facilities 1-4 (actual) 
45 Plant growth facilities 1-4 (actual) 
46 Storage facilities 1-4 (actual) 
47 Waste management 1-4 (actual) 
48 Environmental controls 1-4 (actual) 
:olumn 
1,2 
4,5 
7,8 
10,11 
13,14 
16,17 
19,20 
22,23 
25,26 
28,29 
31,32 
34,35 
37,38 
40,41 
43,44 
46,47 
49,50 
52,53 
55,56 
Code Sheet 
Future Emphasis in Ag Mechanics 
Neal Schlautman, Investigator 
Demographic Data for Teachers 
Item 
Years of teaching 
High school enrollment 
School classification 
(size) 
Adequacy of shop 
Present shop budget 
% time in animal science 
% time in ag mechanics 
% time in farm mgt 
% time in horticulture 
% time in leadership 
% time in plant/soil sci 
% time in agribusiness 
% time in other 
% time from a farm 
% time from H.S. training 
% time from college 
% time from job exper. 
% time from other 
Row 
Actual 
00 
01 = A 
02 = II 
03 = C 
04 = D 
01 = < adequate 
02 = Adequate 
03 = > adequate 
01 = $0 - 1000 
02 = $1001 - 2000 
03 = $2001 - 5000 
04 = $5001 - 10,000 
05 = $10,001 + 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
% time in Ag Mech in 1990s Actual 
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Column 
1,2 
4,5 
7,8 
10,11 
13,14 
16,17 
19,20 
22,23 
25,26 
28,29 
31,32 
34,35 
37,38 
40,41 
43,44 
46,47 
49,50 
52,53 
55,56 
Code Sheet 
Future Emphasis in Ag Mechanics 
Neal Schlautman, Investigator 
Demographic Data for Farm Operators 
Item Row 
Years of age Actual 
Years in farming Actual 
Familiar with vo ag 01 = Yes 
Enrolled in vo ag 01 = Yes 
02 = No 
Years of vo ag 01 = 1 year 
02 = 2 years 
03 = 3 years 
04 = 4 years 
09 = Did not take 
% from farm background Actual 
% from H. S. training Actual 
% from post-secondary Actual 
% from previous experience Actual 
% percent other source Actual 
% income from livestock Actual 
% income from crops Actual 
% income from custom work Actual 
% income from off farm work Actual 
% income from other source Actual 
free spaces Put in 00 
free spaces Put in 00 
free spaces Put in 00 
% time in Ag Mech in 1990s Actual 
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I 
I 
I 
') 
I 
! 
.1 
I 
:1 
iI 
'/ I 
i 
Column 
1,2 
4,5 
7,8 
10,11 
13,14 
16,17 
19,20 
22,23 
25,26 
28,29 
31,32 
34,35 
37,38 
40,41 
43,44 
46,47 
49,50 
52,53 
55,56 
• 
Code Sheet 
Future Emphasis in Ag Mechanics 
Neal Schlautman, Investigator 
Demographic Data for Agribusiness Managers 
Item Row 
Years of age Actual 
Occupation 01 = Mechanic/welder 
02 = Store/shop manager 
03 = Imp/farm equip 
04 = Business owner 
Years in Ag Mech business Actual 
Years in current position Actual 
Number of people employed Actual 
Do you hire 1st yr HS grads 01 = Yes 
02 = No 
Employees required to 
have vo ag 
Employees required to 
have Post-sec training 
College grad? 
College major 
Aware of H.S. vo ag 
Enrolled in H.S. vo ag? 
% from farm background 
% from H.S. vo ag 
% from college/ tech school 
% from business experience 
% from other sources 
free spaces 
% time in Ag Mech in 1990s 
01 = Always 
02 = Sometimes 
03 = Never 
01 = Always 
02 = Sometimes 
03 = Never 
01 = Yes 
02 = No 
01 = Ag mechanics 
02 = Other ag degree 
03 = Non ag degree 
04 = Not a grad 
01 = Yes 
02 = No 
01 = Yes 
02 = No 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Actual 
Put in 00 
Actual 
dealer 
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